Introductory
owner to be protected against arbitrary interference in the
enjoyment of his property. The business of the State was
to find the terms upon which that enjoyment could be
most amply protected. How narrow was the conception
of the State's function Adam Smith was not slow to admit;
for him the main function of justice was the protection of
property. "The affluence of the rich," he wrote, "excites
the indignation of the poor, who are often both driven by
want and prompted by envy to invade their possessions*
It is only under the shelter of the civil magistrate that the
owner of that valuable property, acquired by the labour
of many years, or perhaps many successive generations,
can sleep a single night in security.'1 That the protection
of property was the main e.nd of the State was also the view
of Burke. "To provide for us in our necessities," he said,
"is not in the power of government. It would be a vain
presumption in statesmen to think they can do it. ...
It is in the power of government to prevent much evil; it
can do very little positive good in this, or perhaps in
anything else." The underlying assumption of this
attitude was, perhaps, put most clearly, if somewhat
starkly, by Arthur Young. "Everyone but an idiot," he
wrote in 1771, "knows that the lower classes must be
kept poor, or they will never be industrious."
The English Liberalism of the last century has, in
outward form, departed widely from that attitude. It has
built a State in which freedom of speech and association,
equality before the * law, universal, suffrage, compulsory
education, and religious liberty, are postulates to which
all parties give adherence. More: the police-State of the
early nineteenth century has given place to the social
service State of the twentieth. Upon a scale of which
Bagehot could not have dreamed the State has used its
supreme coercive power deliberately to mitigate, by its

